Johnson Property Line Setback &
Building Height
Variance
ACTIVITY #:

PL-18-109

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
HEARING DATE:

June 11, 2018 at 6:00 pm

PETITIONER:

Tamara & T. Morton Johnson

PETITION:

1) Variance requesting east property line setback for
a home addition
2) Variance requesting west property line setback
for a home addition
3) Maximum building height

LEGAL:

PT OF LOTS 1 & 2 BILLINGS BLOCK 8-9-84 TOTAL
.92A

LOCATION:

31125 County Road 64 Clark, CO 80428

ZONE DISTRICT:

Agriculture and Forestry (A/F)

AREA OF PARCEL:

0.92 acres

PROPOSED HEIGHT
VARIANCE:

Required:

40’

Requested:

42.9’

PROPOSED SETBACK
VARIANCE:

Required:

50’

West portion of abutting
west line Proposed

4.5’

East Property Line

23.5’

STAFF CONTACT:

Jillian Ferguson
jferguson@co.routt.co.us

ATTACHMENTS:

•
•
•
•

Applicant’s narrative
Site Plan
Proposed Addition Sketches
Site Photos
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•
•
•

Wagner Design Studio Elevation Renderings
BOA Minutes from April 9, 2018
Public Comments

History:
The Johnson’s purchased the property in 2008 with the existing home, well, septic and utilities.
The house was built in 1945. According to the Johnson’s, the home is of historic interest, as it
was built using wood and materials sourced from the original mill in North Routt County.
An Exemption Request was unanimously approved to exempt the Johnson’s lot from Routt
County Subdivision Regulations on September 11, 1974 by the Routt County Board of County
Commissioners.

Site Description:
This is a legal non-conforming lot of 0.92 acres and zoned AF. The house is centrally located on
the parcel. The driveway for the house comes in from the northern portion on the site, and
follows the western property line, meeting an existing garage, located in the north western
corner of the property. Most of the lot is sparsely vegetated, with dispersed trees. The area
immediately to the south of the existing residence and garage abuts the Elk River and USFS
lands. Photos of the area immediately to the south have been included. Please see attached.

Project Description:
The applicant has applied for a variance to allow an addition to the existing home within 4.5’ of the
western and 23.5’ of the eastern property lines.
In addition, the applicant has applied for a variance request to allow addition building to exceed
the required 40 foot height restrictions, per Routt County Zoning Regulations. The proposed
addition would be built no taller than 42.9’.

Staff Comments:
The proposed addition would encroach into the requisite 50 foot waterbody setback from the Elk
River, located on the south side of the house. In addition, a second waterbody setback permit
would be required for Hinman Creek, should both property line setback permits be approved. The
applicant would be required to obtain two (2) waterbody setback permits according to the Routt
County Zoning Regulations..
The applicant refers to the proposed construction of an addition 4.5’ from western the property line,
and 23.5’ from the eastern property line. However, according to the attached site survey, a setback
of 5.2’ is requested for the western property line and 23.6’ from the eastern property line.
Since the tabled hearing held on April 9, 2018, the application has submitted professionally
rendered construction drawings and elevation data. Originally, this lack of information had proved
difficult for staff and the BOA to make a recommendation regarding the applicant’s building height
variance request. The applicant has also included a variance granted in 1977 for an adjacent
property in recent applicant materials. This variance can be found online, within the application
posted.
In addition, Environmental Health Staff met with the applicant on two separate occasions. Based
on those conversations, the applicant has agreed that the old septic system will be abandoned and
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a new one installed based on an engineered design from a Colorado Professional Engineer. The
following comments have been made by the Environmental Health Department regarding this
variance:
No on-site wastewater treatment system (OWTS or septic) permit could be located for the existing
residence. It is possible that installation of the existing system pre-dated permitting requirements.
Applicant will need to engage with a qualified contractor or professional engineer to evaluate the
existing system. Abandonment of the system may be required depending on the integrity of the
materials, and overall function.
For installation of a new system or expansion of the existing system (unlikely given the age), a
soils evaluation and design from a certified professional engineer will be needed. The new or
expanded system must be adequately sized for anticipated flows based on the number of
bedrooms in the residence (including the addition) and comply with all existing regulations for
OWTS.
BOA, please refer to section 3.4.6.B of the Routt County Zoning Regulations stating that a variance
shall not be granted on the sole basis of personal convenience, profit or special privilege to the
applicant.

Building Height and Setbacks for AF District
Building Height
Property Line Setback
West portion of
abutting west line
Proposed:
East Property Line

Proposed
42.9’
Proposed
4.5’

Required
40’
Required
50’

Variance of
2.9’
Variance of
45.5’

23.5’

50’

26.5’

Applicable Regulations – Routt County Zoning Resolution
3.4.6

The Board of Adjustment may authorize, upon application in specific cases, a variance
to the strict application of the terms of the Routt County Zoning Regulations relating to
setback restrictions. The Board may grant such variance only if all of the following
conditions are found to exist:

3.4.6.A.1 Peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and unreasonable
hardship will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions of this Resolution are
strictly enforced.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Property Line Setback Variance Request:

Variance request to allow a building within 4.5 feet of property lines on the western and
northwesterly borders of property and 23.5 feet from eastern property line. Proposed plans
are in keeping with the current house built in 1945. Addition maintains the distance or
exceeds the distance from both the Hinman Creek and Elk River as house exists now.
Routt County Planning Department
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Note house has been flooded by either the Elk River or Hinman Creek according to
previous owners and ourselves owning the property since 2008 and is not in the flood
plain. This proposed addition to our house on the west side of the house would maintain
the existing distance from Hinman creek as well as the Elk River and thereby get no closer
to existing water bodies. The southern elevation meets the setback rules from waterbodies
and the addition would as well.
It would be a prohibitively difficult hardship on our family to comply with zoning rules for
this property due to the narrow, extremely odd and unique shape of the lot as it relates to
the street, the bordering properties, as well as positioning of our house (built in 1945) as it
relates to Hinman Creek, Elk River, and westerly neighbor (Theodore and Grover Moss) as
well as steep quick drop off or slope of the lot, existing septic tank, existing water well, and
existing location of propane tank on the property (all were in existence prior to our
purchasing the house), and current location in all aspects to most closely try and comply
with zoning regulations.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Building Height Variance Request:
A 3 ft. height variance is requested and needed to adjust for grade across the building to
lessen the impact on the site (see elevation drawings provided herein) Due to the slope of
the land one end of the building (north elevation) would be in compliance (less than 40ft.)
however the other end to keep house level with existing house may be slightly taller than
zoning regulations. Also to match the existing roof pitch of 12/12 we need the height as
well. Additionally Due to the existing house proximity to the Elk River, it has been observed
that the land is very rocky and full of boulders and has river bed consistency. As such it is
unknown of a boulder will be discovered to be partially under the existing house and
proposed addition and as a result could require our home to be built as existing home on
pier and beam foundation or deeper than customary foundation to rise to the leval of
existing house. If this is the case Removing large boulders under the house would destroy
the house and be an unreasonably burden to have to dig our said boulders. Based on this
unknown we are asking for a variance in the event we find such a situation that would
make it impossible to stay within the building restrictions due to the topography, steep
slope of over entire piece of property. This location for the proposed addition is the least
steep location to place proposed addition. Height of building is requested to protect the
house from snow damage.
Staff Comments: According to the updated site survey, staff observes the proposed
addition will be 5.2’ from the west property line, and 23.6’ from the east property line. This is
not consistent with the applicant’s updated narrative. The staff report focuses on the
greater of the two requests.
Peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties may be imposed because the septic tank and
leach field is located north of the house and waterbody setbacks to the east and south, thus
making it challenging to site the addition in another location. In addition, one well head,
mature trees, and the 50’ AF setbacks required for a 0.92 acre parcel all prove restrictive for
building accessory structures.
Staff believes that a limited building area exists north of the home, although too small for
the proposed addition. If the septic system is extended or relocated, the area north of the
home may be the only acceptable location.
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Staff and the Johnson’s have not explored the option of pursuing a Lot-line Adjustment.
This does not seem to be a viable option at the moment, due to physical constraints.
Staff cannot find reason to support the applicant’s building height variance request due to
any practical difficulties or hardships, should there be shorter ceilings, or a flatter roof
pitch.
It is staff’s opinion that a height variance should not be granted, solely on unknown
landscape, topographical and geologic constraints and proposed design elements. The
applicant has not provided detailed information to conclude that the parcel possesses
extraordinary and exceptional situations that does not exist on other parcels in the AF zone
district that would preclude the construction of an addition that meets building height
requirements.
3.4.6.A.2 Circumstances creating the hardship were in existence on the effective date of the
regulations from which a variance is requested, or created subsequently through no
fault of the appellant.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Property Line Setback Variance Request:
Existing home, water well, utilities, location of house as it relates to all property lines were in
existence since 1945, and were in place when we purchased property in Feb. 20018. Note this
house is of historical interest as it was built using wood and materials from the original mill in North
Routt Co. in 1945 and rocks from the rivers and streams nearby. Moving the house is not an option
and as we would like to add one due to the hardships listed below our only viable option is to build
on the west and northwest corner of the house which also would serve us in preserving this
historical home but make it safer and more functional for our family.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Building Height Variance Request:
Existing home and construction (pier and beam style with foundation being extremely unique of
being an approximately 3 foot thick wall of concrete and river bed for entire perimeter of house, as
well as location of water well and utilities, as well as current location of house as it related to all
property lines were in existence since 1945, and were in place when we purchased property in
Feb. 20018. Note this house is of historical interest as it was built using wood and materials from
the original mill in North Routt Co. in 1945 and rocks from the rivers and streams nearby. Moving
the house is not an option and as we would like to add on due to the hardships listed below our
only viable option is to build on the west and northwest corner of the house which also would serve
us in preserving this historical home but make it safer and more functional for our family. Existing
roof pitch is 12 over 12 which any new addition would need to be in keeping with this roof pitch.
Staff Comments: This is a legal non-conforming lot. The existing structures do not meet the
required setbacks for the A/F zone district. Therefore, an addition would inevitably encroach
on setbacks. Existing conditions were in place through no fault of the applicant.
The proposed addition height request greater than 40’ is purely based on the design chosen
by the applicant.
3.4.6.A.3 That the property for which a variance is requested possesses exceptional narrowness,
shallowness, shape or topography or other extraordinary and exceptional situation or
condition which does not occur generally in other property in the same Zone District.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Property Line Setback Variance Request:
Please see property photographs, property survey, and property lines and appraisal district
information regarding odd shape and topography of lot. Proposed location most closely conforms
to intent of Routt county Zoning Regulations and would help our family preserve this home as well
as allow us to increase the size of the home to provide for necessary modern conveniences as well
Routt County Planning Department
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as significantly improve the safety of existing home. Presently, we have numerous reasons to
pursue this addition as the current limitations of the existing house impose the following egregious
issues.
The current location of the house water heater is presently in one of the three bedrooms upstairs,
the only place it could fit. While it is electric, it is not a good location for a water heater, and pump.
It’s noisy and is a hard room to sleep in due to the water heater cycling on and off. Please note
attic crawlspace is not even large enough for a human to fit in and while this is a normal place to
put a water heater it isn’t possible in this house due to the size of the crawl spaces.
The house currently has 2 tiny bathrooms. The upstairs shower in less than 2 ft x 2 ft and is a very
small bathroom with limited space to stand up fully, the downstairs bathroom is also very small and
as it is down stairs and the bedrooms upstairs this is a very inconvenient location to the three
bedrooms upstairs.
Please note currently our washer and dryer’s location is in the very small kitchen, which also could
fit nowhere else but where it presently is, making it hard to work on daily things such as meal
preparation, and housekeeping but also note the kitchen also serves as the entrance into the
house is detached from current garage. It would be a huge help to our family to have a more
suitable entrance and laundry room/mud room where these types of things aren’t in the middle of
the kitchen. Note current house ceiling heights are less than 8 feet tall.
Additionally, and very important to the safety of the home, additional electric panel is required as
the existing is fully used and does not allow for enough electrical service to the house for modern
conveniences such as outlets in hallways, bedrooms, etc. to plug vacuum cleaners, or enough
lighting for the home. For all of these reasons we request a hardship variance to allow us to add
the necessary space to create laundry room, additional bedrooms, bathrooms, enlarge kitchen and
family living area and add an entryway to the house.
Also due to the location of the garage by allowing this variance it would put our home significantly
and importantly closer to the existing garage will help us as we make our way down the hill to the
house, in the winter this can be particularly challenging to make our way down the hill with
groceries, luggage and other important household necessities and services.
Presently our water comes from existing well and while free of ecoli does have bacterial issues that
make the water undrinkable, it has been determined after shocking the well with chlorine multiple
times and yet the bacteria still persists that our water must have a water filtration treatment system
put in. At present there is no room in the existing house to do so due to size of crawl spaces.
Having safe water to drink and cook with is paramount. It is a burden to carry purchased water
bottles down the hill from the parking area in to the house especially in the winter when snow
depths are often great since this house is in the high country. Due to all of the above reasons, we
request the following addition be granted so that we might make the necessary improvements to
this 1945 house to live comfortably and safely while preserving the historical significance of our
home.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Building Height Variance Request:
Please see property photographs, property survey, and property lines and appraisal district
information regarding odd shape and topography of lot. Proposed location most closely conforms
to intent of Routt county Zoning Regulations and would help our family preserve this home as well
as allow us to increase the size of the home to provide for necessary modern conveniences as well
as significantly improve the safety of existing home and keeping with complementary architecture
styling.
Staff Comments: The current minimum lot size for the A/F zone district is 35 acres. This lot
is 0.92 acres. Due to the size of the lot, the property line setbacks and the septic setback,
the lot possesses exceptional narrowness and shallowness that does not exist on other
Routt County Planning Department
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properties in the same zone district. Due to slopes, location of the well, location of the
home, septic, leach field and waterbody setbacks, the only feasible location for the
proposed addition is to the west and east of the existing home.
Staff cannot find reason to support the applicant’s building height variance request. Our
observations are that such development constraints exist elsewhere in the A/F zone district.
3.4.6.A.4 That the variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the
adjacent properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the neighborhood,
nor change the character of the neighborhood.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Property Line Setback Variance Request:
The proposed addition to our 1945 will be a beautifully crafted historically relevant addition in
keeping with the neighboring ranching community and will not impose any undesirable
characteristics to the community of neighbors. Current neighbor Mr. Theodore Moss’s shed to the
west of us (see aerial photographs) is approximately 4-5 feet from our western property line and
likely has been for a very long time. Our addition would also be approximately this distance from
property line (see aerial photographs), which is approximately again 4 to 5 feet of the existing
property line. Please see attached survey for the proposed addition to the existing buildings. Also
please note due to the quick slope of the land we are requesting on building height to allow for roof
pitch that would allow snow slide and in keeping with current roof pitch that would allow snow slide
and in keeping with current roof pitch 12 over 12 which is necessary to have snow slide as this
house is located near the Zirkel Wilderness and gets a lot of snow fall, as well it is architecturally to
maintain similar roof pitch when adding onto house.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Building Height Variance Request:
The proposed addition to our 1945 will be beautifully crafted historically relevant addition in
keeping with the neighboring ranching community and will not impose any undesirable
characteristics to the community or neighbors. Current neighbor Mr. Theodore Moss’s shed to the
west of us (see aerial photographs) is approximately 4-5 feet from our western property line and
likely has been for a very long time. Our addition would also be approximately this distance from
property line. We have written and spoken to Mr. Theodore Moss of our plans and he has indicated
they would be fine with our addition as we would be building as close as they have our common
property line (see aerial photographs), which is approximately again 4 to 5 feet of the existing
property line. Please see attached survey for the proposed addition to the existing buildings. Also
please note due to the quick slope to the land we are requesting variance on building height to
allow for roof pitch that would allow snow slide and in keeping with current roof pitch 12 over 12
which is necessary to have snow slide as this house is located near the Zirkel Wilderness and gets
a lot of snow fall, as well it is architecturally to maintain similar roof pitch when adding onto house.
The proposed building design is historical and the pitch of 12 over 12 is the pitch for the oldest
building in our community and this style is in keeping with the community and will be allow us to
add on to help with our families need for additional space, be hidden behind tress from the street .
Also note there are large trees that also block this addition from western most neighbor as well.
Not removing tress and building a beautiful manor/farm house in keeping with the historical
buildings in the area is extremely important to the Johnson family.
Staff Comments: The home has existed since 1945. Proposed home renderings provided
by Wagner Design Studio and hand drawn sketches provided by the applicant may meet the
current historic aesthetics of the existing home and surrounding properties.
The proposed addition encroaches into the requisite 50 foot waterbody setback from Elk
River, located to the south of the property. An additional waterbody setback permit will be
required for the east side of the addition, which will encroach into the setback from Hinman
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Creek. These Waterbody Setback Permits are required according to the Routt County
Zoning Regulations. The applicant would be required to obtain two Waterbody Setback
Permits, upon application approval. However, if the Planning Director does not approve the
Waterbody Setback permit requests, building permits for proposed construction cannot be
obtained by the landowners.
A letter of support has been submitted from the adjacent property owner to the west, in
support of the western property line variance request.
It is very rare that dwellings greater than 40’ exist in the county. Staff suggests that any
proposed addition in excess of 40’ is not in keeping with the character of the neighborhood
or the area.
3.4.6.A.5 The variance, if granted, will not be directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this
Resolution or the Routt County Master Plan.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Property Line Setback Variance Request:
We have considered the location of this addition for a long time and feel this plan is the best for us
but as equally important we feel it’s in our community’s best interest (which we love and want to
make better). By placing the addition in this location it will be the least visible from the road, be the
most obvious place as well, maintain the existing home is, preserve the historic charm of this
house, and importantly not blocking the view of Hinman creek or he Elk River from the street as
cars pass along the way.
Petitioner Comments regarding the Building Height Variance Request:
With this allowance in height this home would be most fitting for the community and would not
surpass the usual 40 ft. height if the grade were level however due to the steep slope of our land it
is not.
To build with historical accuracy is very important to our family. Due to the nature of the odd shape
of the lot this has been a challenge and a hardship were we to be required to follow the Routt Co
Master plane. It’s very important that we balance the historical aesthetics as well as create the
least impact to our home, the land and our community. We strongly believe this is the best option
to balance all of the above points.
The history of our community matters, and we hope the constraint of 40 ft which would forces us to
abandon historical significance and architectural accuracy in style and beauty just to meet a roof
height witch for two story homes requires the roof to be more flat and mediterrean in style which
this 1945 cabin is definitely not that style. We respectfully ask for this variance to be so we might
match in style the barns that are so important to the charm and desirability of our mountain
ranching community. Thank you for considering our commitment to historical accuracy of our cabin
while also helping us design a home to handle the quite heavy snowfall which sits against the
home is quite damaging in the winter months when snow is often 4-5 feet or more in the yard.
We recognize these requests are not normally granted but with all the oddities of the lot we hope
you will consider our sincer and extensive efforts to balance all the important things such as river
health, property health, historical accuracy to match existing home, building well being winter after
winter, building a home that fits the needs of our family and generations to come, and finally to be
an historical accurate home. Our current height restriction is requiring anyone building a two story
house to have a mediterrean flater roof or have short ceilings. Tall ceilings and steep roofs are
historical accurate however. Thank you for your consideration.
Staff Comments: The Routt County Master Plan does not specifically mention variances,
and does not provide any detail sufficient to determine this application’s non-compliance.
Routt County Planning Department
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Board of Adjustment Options: West Property Line Setback
Approve the variance if the above noted criteria is met.
Approve conditionally if the above noted criteria is met or can be met by the application
of certain conditions, or if certain conditions are necessary to mitigate concerns.
Table for specific reasons; e.g. more information, site review, etc.
Deny the variance if it does not meet the criteria stated above or if the variance would
create a health or safety hazard or would negatively impact public welfare.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: West Property Line Setback
Staff recommends approving the west property line setback variance as requested,
based on the findings of fact as listed below.
FINDINGS OF FACT that may be appropriate if the Variance is APPROVED:
1. Peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and unreasonable hardship
will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions of this Resolution are strictly
enforced because of the limited buildable area due to the property line and septic system
setback requirements, and waterbody setbacks.
2.

Circumstances creating the hardship were created subsequently through no fault of the
appellant because the present nonconformity was created during 1945.

3. The property for which a variance is requested possesses an extraordinary and exceptional
situation or condition which does not generally occur in other property in the same Zone
District because of the narrowness and shallowness of the buildable area created by the
property lines and further reduced by the septic system, waterbody setbacks, and the fact
that this lot is only 0.92 acres in the A/F zone district.
4. The variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the adjacent
properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the neighborhood, nor change
the character of the neighborhood because the configuration and size of the structure is
generally in conformity with the adjacent properties and neighborhood and has existed
since 1945.
5. The variance is not directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this Resolution or the
Routt County Master Plan as there are no apparent conflicts with RCZR standards or
RCMP policies.

CONDITIONS that may be appropriate include the following:
1. The final site plan and all construction drawings must be consistent with the site plan and
construction drawings approved by the Board of Adjustment.
2. The building shall comply with all applicable requirements of the Routt County Building
Department.
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3. This approval is specific to the plans submitted in the application. Any change in footprint,
size, height or site location that increases the level on non-conformance will be subject to a
new application. Minor variations that do not increase the level of non-conformance can be
approved administratively, without notice. In the event that the height variance request is
denied, modifications to the plans may be approved by the Planning Director if proven to be
substantially similar to the approved plans.
4. Best Management Practices (BMP’s) shall be utilized during construction to prevent
erosion and drainage flow onto adjacent properties, drainage to the east of the parcel and
the county road right of way.
5. A Grading and Excavation Permit will be required if necessary.
6. Prior to final issuance of the Board of Adjustment approval, a waterbody setback permit
shall be obtained.
7. Revegetation of disturbed areas shall occur within one growing season with a seed mix
which avoids the use of aggressive grasses. See the Colorado State University Extension
Office for appropriate grass seed mixes.

Board of Adjustment Options: East Property Line Setback
Approve the variance if the above noted criteria is met.
Approve conditionally if the above noted criteria is met or can be met by the application
of certain conditions, or if certain conditions are necessary to mitigate concerns.
Table for specific reasons; e.g. more information, site review, etc.
Deny the variance if it does not meet the criteria stated above or if the variance would
create a health or safety hazard or would negatively impact public welfare.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: East Property Line Setback
Staff recommends denial of the west property line setback variance as requested, based
on the findings of fact as listed below.
1. Proof of peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and unreasonable
hardship that will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions of this Resolution are
strictly enforced. Such cannot be proved based on a lack of evidence supporting possible site
constraints. In addition, this requested hardship appears to be self-imposed, by the decision
chosen by the applicant.
2. Circumstances creating the hardship are limited due to a lack of substantive evidence
supporting the proposed addition. Moreover, the proposed is purely based on the design
chosen by the applicant.
3. The property for which a property line setback variance is requested, does not appear to
have development constraints uncommon elsewhere in the A/F zone district.
4. The variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the adjacent
properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the neighborhood, nor change the
Routt County Planning Department
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character of the neighborhood cannot be supported due to encroaching on Hinman Creek,
requiring a second Waterbody Setback Permit, as a result of approving the eastern property
line variance request, cannot be supported due to insufficient data regarding buildable land
elsewhere on the property.
5. The variance is not directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this Resolution or the
Routt County Master Plan as there are no apparent conflicts with RCZR standards or RCMP
policies.

FINDINGS OF FACT that may be appropriate if the East Property Line Variance is
APPROVED:
1. Proof of peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and
unreasonable hardship that will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions
of this Resolution are strictly enforced (Please add rationale for compliance with
this standard).
2. Circumstances creating the hardship were in existence on the effective date of the
regulations from which a variance is requested, or created subsequently through no
fault of the appellant. (Please add rationale for compliance with this standard).
3. That the property for which a variance is requested possesses exceptional
narrowness, shallowness, shape or topography or other extraordinary and
exceptional situation or condition which does not occur generally in other property in
the same Zone District. (Please add rationale for compliance with this
standard).
4. The variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the
adjacent properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the
neighborhood, nor change the character of the neighborhood cannot be supported
due to possessing three (3) dwelling units, which is not commonly associated with
the area.
5. The variance is not directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this Resolution or
the Routt County Master Plan as there are no apparent conflicts with RCZR
standards or RCMP policies.
CONDITIONS that may be appropriate include the following:
1. The final site plan and all construction drawings must be consistent with the site plan and
construction drawings approved by the Board of Adjustment.
2. The building shall comply with all applicable requirements of the Routt County Building
Department.
3. This approval is specific to the plans submitted in the application. Any change in footprint,
size, height or site location that increases the level on non-conformance will be subject to a
new application. Minor variations that do not increase the level of non-conformance can be
approved administratively, without notice. In the event that the height variance request is
denied, modifications to the plans may be approved by the Planning Director if proven to be
substantially similar to the approved plans.
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4. Best Management Practices (BMP’s) shall be utilized during construction to prevent
erosion and drainage flow onto adjacent properties, drainage to the east of the parcel and
the county road right of way.
5. A Grading and Excavation Permit will be required if necessary.
6. Prior to final issuance of the Board of Adjustment approval, a waterbody setback permit
shall be obtained.
7. Revegetation of disturbed areas shall occur within one growing season with a seed mix
which avoids the use of aggressive grasses. See the Colorado State University Extension
Office for appropriate grass seed mixes.

Board of Adjustment Options: Building Height
Approve the variance if the above noted criteria is met.
Approve conditionally if the above noted criteria is met or can be met by the application
of certain conditions, or if certain conditions are necessary to mitigate concerns.
Table for specific reasons; e.g. more information, site review, etc.
Deny the variance if it does not meet the criteria stated above or if the variance would
create a health or safety hazard or would negatively impact public welfare.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Building Height
Staff recommends denial of the building height variance as requested, based on the
findings of fact as listed below.
1. Proof of peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and unreasonable
hardship that will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions of this Resolution are
strictly enforced. Such cannot be proved based on a lack of evidence supporting possible site
constraints. In addition, this requested hardship appears to be self-imposed, by the design
chosen by the applicant.
2. Circumstances creating the hardship are limited due to a lack of substantive evidence
supporting the proposed addition. Moreover, the proposed addition request for greater than 40’
is purely based on the design chosen by the applicant.
3. The property for which a property line setback variance is requested, does not appear to
have development constraints uncommon elsewhere in the A/F zone district.
4. The variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the adjacent
properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the neighborhood, nor change the
character of the neighborhood cannot be supported due to dwellings greater than 40’ found in
the county. Staff suggests that any proposed addition in excess of 40’ is not in keeping with
the character of the neighborhood or the area.
5. The variance is not directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this Resolution or the
Routt County Master Plan as there are no apparent conflicts with RCZR standards or RCMP
policies.
Routt County Planning Department
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Board of Adjustment – June 11, 2018

Activity # PL-18-109
Johnson Variance

FINDINGS OF FACT that may be appropriate if the Building Height Variance is
APPROVED:
1. Proof of peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or an unnecessary and
unreasonable hardship that will be imposed on the property owner if the provisions
of this Resolution are strictly enforced (Please add rationale for compliance with
this standard).
2. Circumstances creating the hardship were in existence on the effective date of the
regulations from which a variance is requested, or created subsequently through no
fault of the appellant. (Please add rationale for compliance with this standard).
3. That the property for which a variance is requested possesses exceptional
narrowness, shallowness, shape or topography or other extraordinary and
exceptional situation or condition which does not occur generally in other property in
the same Zone District. (Please add rationale for compliance with this
standard).
4. The variance, if granted, will not diminish the value, use or enjoyment of the
adjacent properties, nor curtail desirable light, air and open space in the
neighborhood, nor change the character of the neighborhood cannot be supported
due to possessing three (3) dwelling units, which is not commonly associated with
the area.
5. The variance is not directly contrary to the intent and purpose of this Resolution or
the Routt County Master Plan as there are no apparent conflicts with RCZR
standards or RCMP policies.
CONDITIONS that may be appropriate include the following:
1. The final site plan and all construction drawings must be consistent with the site plan and
construction drawings approved by the Board of Adjustment.
2. The building shall comply with all applicable requirements of the Routt County Building
Department.
3. This approval is specific to the plans submitted in the application. Any change in footprint,
size, height or site location that increases the level on non-conformance will be subject to a
new application. Minor variations that do not increase the level of non-conformance can be
approved administratively, without notice. In the event that the height variance request is
denied, modifications to the plans may be approved by the Planning Director if proven to be
substantially similar to the approved plans.

Routt County Planning Department
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ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
MINUTES
APRIL 9, 2018
The Routt County Board of Adjustment meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m. with the following
members present: Acting Chairman Jeff Gustafson, Brian Fitzgerald, Thorne Clark and Don
Prowant. Planning Director Chad Phillips and staff planner Jillian Ferguson were also present.
Sarah Katherman recorded the meeting and prepared the minutes.
MINUTES –November 13, 2017
Mr. Fitzgerald moved to approve the minutes of the November 13, 2017 Board of Adjustment
hearing, as written. Mr. Prowant seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously.
PUBLIC COMMENT
There was no public comment.
ACTIVITY:
PL-18-109
PETITIONER: Tamara Morton Johnson & Grant Johnson
REQUEST:
Variance from required setbacks for an addition to an existing structure
Required setbacks: 50 ft. from all property lines
Requested setbacks: 4.6 ft. setback from the west property line (for a
variance of 45.4 ft.)
Required height limit: 40 ft.
Requested height:
LOCATION:

50 ft. (for a variance of 10 ft.)

31125 CR 64 (Seedhouse Road), Clark, CO

Mr. Phillips stated that with only four Board of Adjustment (BOA) members present, any decision to
approve or deny must be unanimous. The applicant may request that the item be tabled at any
time prior to a vote being taken.
Ms. Tamara Johnson reviewed the variance request. She stated that she does not have
architectural drawings or engineered plans because she did not want to invest in these prior to
knowing if the setback and height variances would be approved. She said that if they are not
approved, the design of the house would be very different. She said that the drawings she
submitted are representative of what she wants to do.
Ms. Johnson reviewed the size and location of the proposed addition. She said that while the
proposed addition would be 4 to 5 feet from the western property line, it would not be any closer to
the river than the existing house is. She stated that she is a strong believer in historical
preservation and that she does not want to impact the surrounding neighborhood any more than
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necessary to accommodate an addition. Ms. Johnson described the existing home, which was built
in 1945 with rocks from the river and locally hewn boards. She said that she likes the look of the
house and wants to maintain that in the addition. Ms. Johnson said that her request reflects a
“worst case scenario” and that if anything, the setbacks would be greater than proposed. Under no
circumstances would they be less. She said that the exact footprint would depend on the
engineering needed to construct the addition. She stated that the ground in the area is very rocky
and there was no way of know if there are large boulders under the house that would need to be
removed to attach the addition. Ms. Johnson noted that there is a typo in the staff report: the house
has never flooded, and she wants to ensure that the addition will not flood either. She stated that
the proposed residential portion of the addition is 25’ x 52’ and that the additional 20’ x 28’ area is
to accommodate utilities.
Ms. Johnson presented photos of the existing home and indicated the location of the proposed
addition. She noted that the trees would screen the addition from the road. She described the
steep slope in back of the house and described why the height variance would be needed to
ensure that the roofline of the addition matches the roofline of the existing house. Ms. Johnson said
that her proposal would be much less intrusive on the neighborhood and would be much more in
keeping with the historical character of the area than building an addition in front of the home. She
added that she wants to maintain the 12 x 12 pitch of the roof to match the existing home, and
wants the addition to have 12’ ceilings on both levels. The proposed addition would be taller
measured from the back grade than from the front.
Ms. Johnson described the snow build-up and ice dam problems that occur at the existing home,
and the damage that occurs as a result. She offered that it only makes sense to raise the house to
accommodate the snow levels that occur in north Routt. She said that once she knows whether the
proposed setback is acceptable to the County, she will obtain exact drawings of the proposed
addition.
Mr. Fitzgerald asked if the property line variance is approved, but the height variance is not, if she
would go ahead with the proposed plan. Ms. Johnson said that she was not sure. She said that if
the height variance is not granted the roof lines would not match. She reiterated her previous
comments concerning the importance of remaining in keeping with the neighborhood character and
the historical design of the existing home. In response to a question regarding subsoil testing, Ms.
Johnson said that although none had been done, she had dug around the house to install
landscaping and had encountered significant rock immediately under the surface. She added that
structural engineers had evaluated the existing house and had commented on the rocky nature of
the former river bed on which the house is built.
Mr. Fitzgerald asked about the waterbody setback. Ms. Johnson said that the proposed addition
will not be any closer to the river than the existing house. Mr. Phillips stated that if the variance is
approved, the applicant would be required to obtain a Waterbody Setback Permit.
Mr. Fitzgerald asked about the exemption for the house that was approved in 1974. Ms. Ferguson
stated that the lot was granted an exemption to bring it into conformance. It is a legal nonconforming lot and structure in the A/F zone district. Mr. Phillips added that the exemption gave the
acreage and the house legal status when a lot line adjustment was made.
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Mr. Ken Bomberski, a contractor advising the petitioner on the project, stated that he did not think a
Waterbody Setback Permit would be needed for the addition. He said the addition would be
designed such that it is outside the required 50’ setback from the river. Mr. Gustafson said that to
do so would require a considerable adjustment of the proposed plan. He noted the measurements
listed on the submitted site plan. Ms. Johnson said that she would obtain a certified survey to
ensure that the addition is in conformance with the required waterbody setback. She noted that she
had not considered building on the Hinman Creek side of the home because did not want to
interfere with the creek or with the view of the creek from the road.
Ms. Johnson said that the proposed addition is what is needed to accommodate the needs of her
family. She described the deficiencies of the existing home. She stated that she had made a mockup of the proposal and shown it to the neighbors to the west, who had no objections to her plan.
She said that she has an email from them stating this.
There was an extensive discussion of the neighboring property to the west and the location of the
home on that lot. Mr. Phillips noted that a variance approval does not depend on the opinions of
the neighbors; it must be based on conformance with the five listed criteria. Mr. Bomberski cited
the location of the septic system, the water well, the propane tank, the garage and the steepness of
the slope on the oddly shaped lot as reasons that the proposed building site is the best one
available.
Mr. Prowant asked about the snow level if the addition is at the same level as the existing house.
Ms. Johnson described the snow removal challenges and said that the proposed location for the
addition is the flattest part of the area around the existing house. She indicated the location of the
steep hill. She stated that the proposed addition would be 4 – 5 ft. off the ground in the back. She
added that she did not think it would be a good idea to raise the roof of the existing house. Ms.
Johnson indicated the location of the septic system, propane tank, water well and garage and
stated that there are few options for a building site adjacent to the existing home.
In response to a question from Mr. Clark, Mr. Bomberski stated that they did not have a
topographic map of the site. The BOA discussed the location of the utility lines.
Mr. Gustafson stated that the design would have to be changed significantly to remain in
conformance with the required waterbody setback. He noted that the proposed addition would
double the size of the footprint of the existing home and the requested side setback would be a
90% reduction from the required setback. Ms. Johnson noted the variance for the existing house
had a hand-written note that it is for the garage only.
Ms. Ferguson noted that if the variance is approved, what is built must be in conformance with the
submitted drawings. She also added that the cost, profit or convenience of building cannot be the
sole basis for a hardship.
Mr. Phillips stated that if the BOA determines that the property line variance is merited, the height
variance could be tabled. He noted the staff recommendations and the suggested findings of fact
included in the staff report. He cited specifically the location of the septic system, creek, slope to
the river, the water well and the small size of the lot in the A/F zone district as physical constraints
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on the building site. He offered that although more details may be needed, the criteria for the
setback variance could be met.
Mr. Fitzgerald noted suggested condition of approval #3, which states that the approval is specific
to the plans submitted in the application. He said that he did not see how this could be possible,
given the lack of specificity of the plans and the statements by the applicant that the plans had not
yet been finalized.
Ms. Johnson reiterated that she did not want to invest in architectural drawings until she knew what
the approved setback would be. She stated that adjustments could be made, but noted that the
farther back the addition is moved, the taller the house gets due to the slope. She stated that the
height variance needed would depend on which grade is used as the base for the measurement.
Regarding the waterbody setback, she stated that she believes the existing house meets that
requirement and she intends for the addition to meet the 50 ft. requirement as well.
Mr. Gustafson asked whether not being able to build the size of addition desired could be
considered a hardship. Mr. Phillips said that not being able to build the size of addition would fall
under the first criteria regarding peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties. He suggested that
BOA focus on the property line setback issue first, and leave the height restriction issue until it has
been determined if there is sufficient information to decide if the setback variance can be decided
at this time.
Mr. Gustafson stated that a smaller addition, differently sited, and/or moving the septic field could
allow for other building options than that proposed. Ms. Johnson offered that to build elsewhere
would require moving the water well, septic system and propane tank and that doing so would be
very difficult and expensive, if it were possible. She also noted that size and shape of the lot. She
noted that she is asking for the exact same distance from the property line for her house as the
neighbors have from theirs.
Public Comment
Mr. David Maris said that he was there to observe the process. He cited staff’s recommendations
included in the staff report and the findings cited regarding the conformance with the five criteria.
He said he did not understand the disconnect or miscommunication regarding where exactly the
building is to be located and the staff comments.
MOTION
Commissioner Prowant moved to approve the request of a 45.4’ variance from the required 50’
variance from the west property line, citing the findings of fact listed in the staff report.
The motion failed for lack of a second.
MOTION
Mr. Fitzgerald moved to table the request indefinitely to allow the applicant the opportunity to
provide appropriate drawings of the proposed addition so that the BOA can understand exactly
what is proposed and what findings a decision will be based upon.
Mr. Clark seconded the motion.
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Discussion
Mr. Clark stated that he would like to see an accurate survey and better representation of the
locations of the structures on the adjacent lot. He stated that he would like clarity regarding the
location of the river banks, stream, the propane tank, the septic system, the water well and the
existing structures, as well as a topographic map of the site. Mr. Gustafson said he would prefer
not to table the request. Mr. Fitzgerald stated that the BOA needs to know the specifics of the
structure being proposed so that a new application would not need to be submitted if the plans
change.
The motion carried 3 – 1, with the acting Chair voting no.
Mr. Phillips noted that the vote is valid, as only an approval requires four votes.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:20 p.m.
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